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# Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACARS</td>
<td>Aircraft Communication Addressing and Reporting System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADS-B</td>
<td>Automatic Dependent Surveillance—Broadcast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFR</td>
<td>Autonomous Flight Rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGL</td>
<td>Above Ground Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTOR</td>
<td>Aircraft Simulation for Traffic Operations Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATC</td>
<td>Air Traffic Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATOS</td>
<td>Air Traffic Operations Simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAS</td>
<td>Calibrated Air Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>Center of Gravity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS</td>
<td>Controller Managed Spacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNS</td>
<td>Communication, Navigation, and Surveillance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConOps</td>
<td>Concept of Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CST</td>
<td>Commercial Supersonic Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DataComm</td>
<td>Data Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFB</td>
<td>Electronic Flight Bag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAA</td>
<td>Federal Aviation Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIM</td>
<td>Flight-deck Interval Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Flight Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMS</td>
<td>Flight Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOC</td>
<td>Flight Operations Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>Global Positioning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSCT</td>
<td>High-Speed Civil Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSR</td>
<td>High Speed Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICAO</td>
<td>International Civil Aviation Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILS</td>
<td>Instrument Landing System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIAD</td>
<td>Dulles International Airport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIAS</td>
<td>Knots Indicated Airspeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JFK</td>
<td>John F. Kennedy International Airport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNAV</td>
<td>Lateral Navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS</td>
<td>National Airspace System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA</td>
<td>National Aeronautics and Space Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATOTS</td>
<td>North Atlantic Organized Track System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NextGen</td>
<td>Next Generation Air Transportation System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMI</td>
<td>Nautical Miles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNAV</td>
<td>Area Navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNP</td>
<td>Required Navigation Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SID</td>
<td>Standard Instrument Departure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOP</td>
<td>Standard Operating Procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSBD</td>
<td>Shaped Sonic Boom Demonstrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAR</td>
<td>Standard Terminal Arrival Route</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STONE</td>
<td>Supersonic Transport Operations in the NAS Experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWIM</td>
<td>System-wide Information Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCA</td>
<td>Technology Concept Aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOAC</td>
<td>Time of Arrival Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMX</td>
<td>Traffic Management eXecutable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAF</td>
<td>United States Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{MO}$</td>
<td>Maximum Operating Velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VNAV</td>
<td>Vertical Navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAAS</td>
<td>Wide-area Augmentation System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVS</td>
<td>eXternal Vision System</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Background

Ever since Charles “Chuck” Yeager broke the sound barrier in his Bell X-1 rocket-propelled aircraft, aircraft designers and airlines have sought to move scores of passengers to and from destinations around the world at speeds faster than the speed of sound.

In the late 1950s, the rapid pace of aeronautical progress—with new turbojet-powered airliners flying twice as fast and twice as high as the propeller-driven transports they were replacing—promised even higher speeds in coming years. Concurrently, the perceived challenge to America’s technological superiority implied by the Soviet Union’s early space triumphs inspired a willingness to pursue ambitious new aerospace ventures. One of these ventures was the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Supersonic Commercial Air Transport program. The NASA program was further motivated by proposals being made in the Soviet Union, Britain, and France to build a supersonic airliner [1]. The U.S. program was brought to a halt before an aircraft was built, but the Soviet effort and a joint venture between Britain and France continued. These two efforts resulted in the only two aircraft in the history of aviation that have ever realized the vision of a commercial supersonic aircraft. The Soviet Union’s Tupolev Tu-144 and the joint Anglo-French Concorde were both Mach 2.0 aircraft that could cruise at altitudes of up to 60,000 feet. Of these two, only the Concorde regularly operated at sustained speeds greater than Mach 1 [2].

Flying faster than any commercial transport category aircraft in the history of powered flight, Concorde (Figure 1) flew for 27 years. It was capable of speeds up to Mach 2.04, cruised at elevations up to 60,000 feet, and could fly from London to New York and back in the same amount of time it took a conventional aircraft to fly the one-way trip [3]. Concorde first entered service in 1976, and flew until 2003. Twenty aircraft were built in France and the United Kingdom; six airframes were prototype and developmental aircraft, and seven each were delivered to Air France and British Airways [2].

Figure 1: Concorde [4]

From 1990-1999, NASA and industry partners developed a concept for a next-generation supersonic passenger jet that would fly 300 passengers at more than 1,500 miles per hour (Mach 2.0+), and would cross the Pacific or Atlantic in less than half the time of modern subsonic jets. NASA’s High-Speed Research (HSR) program had the goal to develop technology to make a High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) that flew supersonic only in oceanic airspace possible within 20-25 years. There were no programmatic goals that allowed for supersonic flight to be conducted over land [5].
The NASA Advanced Air Vehicles Program Commercial Supersonic Transport (CST) Project, previously known as the Fundamental Aeronautics Program High Speed Project, is currently conducting research and development on key technical challenges to realize commercially viable supersonic flight, including lowering the sonic boom signature of future CSTs, meeting community noise requirements, and minimizing or eliminating the impact of high altitude engine emissions, all while improving the efficiency of the airframe and design process from previous NASA Supersonic Commercial Transport Vehicle project instantiations [6]. The research under these aircraft design and environmental technology challenge areas is critical to the eventual development of CSTs that are capable of flying supersonic over land.

The introduction of CSTs has the potential to bring revolutionary changes to U.S. competitiveness as well as to provide broad economic benefits to the global economy [7] [8]. As the world is becoming “flatter” and air travel more common, the availability of significantly faster air travel could become a catalyst of growth. The step to supersonic speeds offers the potential of a dramatic decrease in travel time. For example, a passenger could depart New York City at 7:00 AM local time on a quiet supersonic jet that flies at Mach 1.8 and has a range of 4,500 nautical miles, do two hours of business in a city such as London, Moscow, Rio de Janeiro, Los Angeles, Honolulu, or Anchorage, and be home at 7:00 PM local time [8]. Beyond the benefit of reduced travel time for business purposes, the reduction in travel time for CSTs compared to modern-day subsonic aircraft provides passenger comfort benefits and faster delivery of time-critical goods.

If supersonic travel becomes available at a reasonable cost, the effect could be as great as that experienced by society when subsonic passenger jets were first introduced. According to the National Research Council Committee on Breakthrough Technology for Commercial Supersonic Aircraft, economic benefits to the country and companies “first to market” with supersonic passenger jets fully justify the development cost [9].
2 Purpose

As previously mentioned, the CST project has laid out several technical challenges that must be overcome to achieve commercial supersonic flight. The NASA Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate Strategic Implementation Plan Thrust 2, “Innovation in Commercial Supersonic Aircraft,” outlines several barriers that preclude the development of an initial CST aircraft. However, once these challenges are met and a prototype is built and tested, the manner in which this class of aircraft is integrated in the National Airspace System (NAS) will become a potential constraint due to the significant operational, environmental, and economic repercussions that their integration may cause. Thrust 2 states that “Successful supersonic commercial aircraft must overcome the current prohibition against supersonic overland flight imposed to prevent public annoyance from sonic boom, and they must contend with or avoid operationally inefficient subsonic flight segments required for integration with existing air traffic [10].” This document begins the effort to solve the second barrier—integration with existing air traffic. NASA envisions that in the 2025-2035 timeframe affordable, low-boom, low-noise, and low-emission CSTs will be introduced into the NAS.

To prepare for that introduction, both flight deck and controller procedures must be designed and tested. To present these new procedures in the context of operational flights, background research on historical CST operations was conducted. Furthermore, background research was also conducted on commercial subsonic aircraft operations in, and enabling technologies for, the current-day NAS and in the envisioned Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen), as well as on known or postulated issues that will arise due to the fundamental differences between supersonic aircraft and subsonic aircraft, both physically and operationally.

This background research provided the following:

1. a starting point from which to build the procedures for integrating this class of vehicles into the airspace,
2. operational and equipage assumptions based on historic CST operations as well as current and expected future aviation operations,
3. an understanding of some of the technical barriers that must be overcome to realize commercial over-land supersonic flight,
4. an understanding of technology in the research and development stage that may be utilized to overcome those technical barriers, and
5. initial research questions that must be answered to realize the seamless integration of these vehicles.

This document was developed to create a path for research and development that exposes the benefits and barriers to integrating a class of CSTs into the NAS seamlessly, while also serving as a Concept of Operations (ConOps). This ConOps document posits a mid- to far-term solution (2025-2035) concept for best integrating CST into the NAS, and it is organized into four major sections: Assumptions, Study Results, Operational Scenarios, and Technology Needs.
3 CST Design, Equipage, and Operational Assumptions

Supersonic aircraft are fundamentally different from their subsonic counterparts, and several technological barriers exist with supersonic aircraft that do not exist with subsonic aircraft. These differences emerge because the vehicles are optimized for flight in completely different operating regimes (e.g., subsonic vs. supersonic cruise altitudes), they operate at vastly different speeds (e.g., subsonic vs. supersonic cruise speeds), and often, they are flown with different operational objectives (e.g., subsonic being with economy of operation and supersonic being reduced flight time with an acceptable overland sonic boom signature).

A specific illustration is how the difference in wing design between subsonic and supersonic aircraft operationally affects the flight crew. The wing of a subsonic aircraft is designed for subsonic cruise and, with a traditional flap design, can approach the runway with pitch attitudes that provide the pilots with an acceptable view of the runway during the descent. On the contrary, the highly swept wing needed for good supersonic cruise performance is inefficient for low speed flight and flap designs are only marginally effective. As such, a supersonic aircraft uses a much higher angle of attack to produce adequate lift at low speeds, approximately 12 degrees for Concorde [11]. For both Concorde and the TU-144, a drooped nose system was employed during final approach, provided the pilots with a satisfactory view of the runway, and allowed the aircraft to maintain its high angle of attack.

The following sections discuss aircraft design, equipage, and operational issues and introduces the underlying assumptions that were made to realize commercial supersonic over-land flight. Procedures and certain technologies presented in Sections 5 and 6 of this document, respectively, are predicated upon several assumptions regarding the future air transportation system and aircraft equipage.

3.1 CST Design

This section of the document discusses issues related to the design of the airframe of a CST when taking into account sonic boom propagation effects and airframe noise. These issues are fairly well understood and have been recognized since the Concorde first entered service.

3.1.1 Sonic Boom

When an aircraft flies faster than the speed of sound it produces shock waves that can reach the surface of the Earth, creating an often startling and annoying noise called a sonic boom [1]. Noise pollution during cruise conditions via the sonic boom phenomenon is a concern for supersonic aircraft—especially those that operate over land.

3.1.1.1 Early Sonic Boom Research

From July 1961 through January 1962, NASA, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), and the United States Air Force (USAF) carried out a series of tests in St. Louis, Missouri to determine the community response to sonic booms. The Air Force sent B-58 bombers on 76 supersonic training flights over the city at altitudes from 31,000 to 41,000 feet, announcing them as routine radar bomb-scoring missions. F-106 interceptors flew 11 additional flights at 41,000 feet. NASA Langley Research Center personnel installed sensors on the ground, which measured overpressures up to 3.1 pounds per square foot. Investigators who were confederates in the study responded to damage claims, finding some possibly legitimate minor damage in about 20 percent of the cases. Repeated interviews with more than 1,000 residents found 90 percent were at least
somewhat affected by the booms and about 35 percent were annoyed. The Air Force eventually approved restitution for over eight hundred damage claims. These results served as a warning that repeated sonic booms could indeed pose an issue for CST operations [1].

The St. Louis survey left many questions about public opinion unanswered. To learn more, the FAA, NASA Langley, and the USAF conducted the Oklahoma City Public Reaction Study from February through July of 1964. This was a much more intensive and systematic test, where B-58s, F-101s, F-104s, and F-106s were called upon to deliver sonic booms eight times per day, seven days a week for 26 weeks, with another 13 weeks of follow-up activities. The aircraft flew a total of 1,253 supersonic flights at Mach 1.2 to Mach 2.0 and altitudes between 21,000 feet and 50,000 feet. The FAA instrumented nine control houses scattered throughout the metropolitan area with various sensors to measure structural effects while experts from Langley instrumented three houses and set up additional sensors throughout the area to record overpressures, wave patterns, and meteorological conditions [1].

The National Opinion Research Center at the University of Chicago interviewed a sample of 3,000 adults three times during the study. By the end of the test, 73 percent of those surveyed felt that they could live with the number and strength of the booms experienced, but 40 percent believed they caused some structural damage (even though the control houses showed no significant effects), and 27 percent would not accept indefinite booms at the level tested. Analysis of the shock wave patterns by NASA Langley showed that a small number of overpressure measurements were significantly higher than expected, indicating probable atmospheric influences, including heat rising from urban landscapes. The Oklahoma City study added to the growing knowledge of sonic booms and their acceptance or non-acceptance by the public. However, due to the public and political reactions to the St. Louis and Oklahoma City tests, plans for another extended sonic boom test over a different city, including flights at night, never materialized [1].

### 3.1.1.2 FAA Ban on Supersonic Flight

On April 27, 1973, the FAA banned civilian supersonic flight over the United States [12] due to concerns about the effects of sonic booms. The ban was, in part, due to several intense protests from people on the ground who experienced sonic booms.

### 3.1.1.3 Aircraft Design for Sonic Boom

Early studies had found ways to redesign supersonic aircraft to minimize sonic booms to demonstrate to the FAA that overland supersonic flight could occur with minimal public annoyance. However, these methods seriously compromised the aerodynamic performance of the aircraft [5]. More modern methods using computational fluid dynamics have produced aircraft configurations that will create opportunities for overland supersonic flight, without adversely impacting the aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft [13]. NASA has developed methods to design an aircraft with minimized sonic boom overpressure based on an extended nose and the shape and placement of the wings and tail.

As a follow-on to the HSR program, a shaped nose concept was defined using these computational methods and tested at Edwards Air Force Base by the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center using a modified F-5E fighter aircraft, known as the Shaped Sonic Boom Demonstrator (SSBD), which is presented in Figure 2. The SSBD aircraft’s nose was fitted with a specially designed aerodynamic fairing whose intended purpose was to re-shape the signature of
the sonic boom produced by the aircraft from an “N-wave” to a waveform that more closely resembled a square wave. Noise measurements were taken as the aircraft flew over an array of microphones. These measurements showed that by modifying the forebody, the overpressure of the sonic boom was lowered from 1.2 pounds-per-square-foot for an unmodified F-5E to 0.9 pounds-per-square-foot for the F-5 SSBD, which equates to a reduction of approximately 2.5 decibels in perceived loudness. Further analysis showed that sonic booms produced by the F-5 SSBD actually averaged 4.7 decibels quieter than those produced by the F-5E [14].

![Figure 2: NASA Shaped Sonic Boom Demonstrator Aircraft](image1.jpg)

The SSBD program led to numerous other activities investigating boom propagation including a flight test of Gulfstream’s patented telescopic Quiet Spike™ sonic boom mitigator on a NASA F-15 flight test bed, shown in Figure 3. The company designed and developed the Quiet Spike as a means of controlling and reducing the sonic boom caused by an aircraft ‘breaking’ the sound barrier. The Quiet Spike was envisioned as a means of changing the traditional N-wave sonic boom into smooth and more rounded pressure waves, with the goal of being quieter than the Concorde sonic boom by a factor of 10,000 [16].

![Figure 3: Gulfstream Quiet Spike™ on NASA F-15 Testbed Aircraft](image2.jpg)
3.1.1.4 **Assumptions Regarding Sonic Boom Issues**

The major assumption throughout the remainder of this document is that sonic boom issues have been resolved through the design and configuration of the aircraft and that the current FAA restriction on overland supersonic flight has been lifted.

3.1.1.5 **Research Issues Regarding Sonic Boom**

Although the sonic boom may be mitigated by vehicle shaping, research is still needed to address operational issues. First, during turns, the pressure wave is focused on a single location and sonic boom effects will still be an issue. Further, the overpressure, while not necessarily creating a bothersome audible effect, will still create effects on the surface. Research is needed to identify how overpressure and focused boom effects can be taken into account during the flight planning and execution process.

3.1.2 **Aircraft Noise**

Noise associated with the propulsion and airframe of an aircraft has been an issue since jet aircraft entered service in the 1950’s. During the departure and approach phases of flight, when the CST is close to the ground, the noise pollution from the engines and airframe will continue to be a concern for communities surrounding airports.

3.1.2.1 **Concorde Noise Complaints**

In 1976, the Concorde entered trial services into and out of Washington Dulles International Airport (ICAO: KIAD) and John F. Kennedy International Airport (ICAO: KJFK) in New York City. The United States Secretary of Transportation permitted these operations for a period not to exceed 16 months. Additionally, due to public outcry over noise, Congress authorized a study to measure the effects of the noise produced by Concorde as it landed and took off. In 1977, the comptroller general in charge of the study found that the public opinion surveys conducted at Dulles International Airport were unreliable due to the survey’s sampling plan, questionnaire design, application, and coding and processing of responses. However, voluntary complaints were a significant indication of the public’s acceptance of Concorde operations at Dulles. Although Concorde operations accounted for less than one percent of all take-off and landing operations conducted at Dulles, they accounted for over 79% of the total noise complaints—the greatest of which concerned take-offs [18].

Due to the noise pollution and amendment to the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 14, Part 36 that states “It must be shown, in accordance with the provisions of this part in effect on October 13, 1977, that the noise levels of the airplane are reduced to the lowest levels that are economically reasonable, technologically practicable, and appropriate for the Concorde type design” [19], Concorde pilots were forced to use noise-abatement takeoff and landing procedures at both KIAD and KJFK, which are described later in this document.

3.1.2.2 **Assumptions Regarding Future CST Noise**

Like all modern subsonic commercial aircraft, future CSTs will have to comply with federal aircraft noise regulations. For this paper, it is assumed that the design of the airframe and the configuration of the engines will solve this issue, especially regarding the noise generated during take-offs, departures, approaches, and landings.
3.2 CST Aircraft

The aircraft assumed in this document is the NASA N+2 CST. The NASA N+2 aircraft is a small supersonic airliner accommodating up to 90 passengers. It has a range of 4000 nmi with a cruise speed between Mach 1.6 and 1.8 and a cruise altitude of 47,000 feet. Figure 4 provides a conceptual illustration of the NASA N+2 aircraft.

![Proposed NASA N+2 Commercial Supersonic Transport Vehicle](image)

This assumption leads to other assumptions in this document, including assumptions made regarding the initial operational environment, aircraft equipage, and flight profile. However, the aviation community expects that the first instances of overland supersonic flight will be performed by business jets (6-20 passengers) and not airliners. The assumptions made for this document that are dependent on the vehicle type should be revisited in the future for their accuracy.

3.3 CST Equipage

This section of the paper discusses the assumptions made regarding aircraft vision system technologies, avionics, and communication, navigation, and surveillance (CNS) systems that are expected to be installed on a CST. This minimum equipage is required to realize the concepts and technology needs defined in Section 6 that will fulfill the example procedures outlined in Section 5 of this document.

3.3.1 Vision System Technology Discussion and Assumptions

As the SSBD and Quiet Spike test aircraft suggest, a successful low boom supersonic aircraft design drives the shaping and configuration of the vehicle. One such conceptual configuration is shown in Figure 5. As evident in this figure, the “out the window” view for the flight crew is severely compromised as a result of the vehicle shaping.
Additionally, in a supersonic vehicle, due to thermal effects associated with aerodynamic heating, a windshield may not be the most practical method to obtain the “out-the-window” view that is available to a subsonic aircraft’s flight crew. Therefore, technologies must be developed that provide the flight crew with “out-the-window” situational awareness that is as good, if not better, than available via the windshield. In the following subsections, vision system examples are given for Concorde, and future vision system technologies are discussed at a high level.

3.3.1.1 Concorde Drooped-Nose System

In order for Concorde to fly supersonically, it needed to be streamlined, with a very long pointed nose to reduce drag and improve aerodynamic efficiency. During takeoff and landing, Concorde flies with a very high angle of attack, which was required due to the way the Concorde delta wing produces lift at low speeds. At these low speeds with the high attack angles, the streamlined nose would prevent the pilots from seeing the runway during take-off and landing operations, so a unique solution was required. The solution was for Concorde to have a drooping nose, displayed in Figure 6, which could be configured differently during appropriate stages of flight. The aerodynamic loads and high temperatures at supersonic speeds also required a protective streamlined visor for the windscreen. This visor had to be re-positioned for takeoff and landing. The visor is made out of special heat-resistant glass that is slightly tinted, and the outside panels are hinged for access [22].
3.3.1.2 External Visibility System

NASA is performing fundamental research, development, test and evaluation of flight deck and related technologies which may provide the required pilot visibility for these low-boom, supersonic configurations by use of an eXternal Visibility System (XVS). XVS is a combination of sensor and display technologies designed to achieve an equivalent level of safety and performance to that provided by forward-facing windows in today’s aircraft [24].

The use of an XVS has been estimated to lower the maximum takeoff weight by 3.2% compared to a drooped-nose system. This substantial weight difference creates a significant cost-benefit for the development of an XVS [24]. XVS will also be critical to operational flexibility since XVS coupled with sense-and-avoid capabilities could form the basis of compliance with 14 CFR Part 91.113 (commonly referred to as the “see and avoid” rule). This operational flexibility potentially obviates the need for special handling and open all airspace classes to operations.

As previously mentioned, the challenge of utilizing an XVS is to determine a combination of sensor and display technologies which can provide an equivalent level of safety and performance to that provided by forward-facing windows in today’s aircraft [25]. In 2013, a flight test was conducted to obtain data on see-and-avoid and see-to-follow capability using a proof-of-concept XVS in real-world flight conditions. This flight test evaluated a second-generation XVS, shown in Figure 7, with technology more advanced than what was available under the HSR program. The flight test provided data that uncovered several new issues, further discussed in Shelton, et al [25] when flying in real-world conditions.
3.3.1.3 Vision System Technology Assumptions

It is assumed that a CST will utilize some form of an alternative “out the window” system such as an XVS. The system will replace the forward cockpit windows in the CST with large displays in the flight deck that utilize video images, sensory information, and computer-generated graphics to replace and enhance the view out the front of the aircraft. Since no windows exist on the front of the aircraft, the airframe can provide thermal protection for the cockpit [5].

3.3.2 Flight Management System Assumptions

The CST is expected to have a Flight Management System (FMS) that is capable of calculating a four-dimensional trajectory that meets constraints. These constraints will include, but are not limited to, altitude, speed (including supersonic speeds), path due to sonic boom propagation, and time. As well, the trajectory will be used to provide fully coupled lateral navigation (LNAV) and vertical navigation (VNAV) guidance to the flight crew, in addition to other modes of guidance, such as altitude select/hold, heading select/hold, and flight level change.

The FMS interface and mode control panel of the CST will allow the flight crew to interact with the system to effectively manage the flight. As well, the FMS in the CST will feature advanced automation to alleviate flight crew workload as much as practical. Additionally, the interface to the FMS will allow the flight crew to send and receive Aircraft Communication Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS) and DataComm messages.

3.3.3 CNS Systems Assumptions

It is assumed that future CSTs will rely mainly on existing voice communication systems to interact with air traffic control. Additionally, this aircraft may feature DataComm that meets the Future Air Navigation System 1/A+ (FANS 1/A+) standards. FANS 1/A+ supports the transmission of standard departure and in-flight clearances through Controller-Pilot Data Link Communication (CPDLC). From ground-based systems to airborne systems, the Aeronautical Telecommunications Network Baseline 2 (ATN-B2) will enable uplink of current wind-field data to the aircraft, dynamic required navigation performance (RNP) clearances, and Time of Arrival
Control (TOAC) clearances. From the aircraft to entities on the ground, ATN-B2 will enable downlink of Automatic Dependent Surveillance Contract (ADS-C) Extended Projected Profile (EPP) messages that includes trajectory intent information, conformance to TOAC clearances, and sensed weather information [26].

It is also assumed that future CSTs will utilize ACARS as the primary datalink between the flight crew/aircraft and the Flight Operations Center (FOC). ACARS utilizes a router to connect to a network of radio transceivers controlled by a third party service provider and transmits small amounts of text reliably to an en-route aircraft [27]. Typical transmissions include weather information, navigation information, aircraft positioning, and take-off/landing confirmations. However, trajectory data, including predicted times of arrival at key points throughout the flight, can also be sent to the FOC to inform dispatchers of aircraft progress.

It is presumed that CSTs will utilize both Area Navigation (RNAV) and RNP systems. RNAV and RNP will enable the CST to fly more direct routes with lateral path conformance. The CST is expected to feature ADS-B In and Out, as well as a Mode C transponder that will be used for identification and altitude information when radar is used. ADS-B will report the aircraft’s position, as well as several other data. A full description of the characteristics of ADS-B and the message content can be found in [28].

3.4 Initial Operational Environment Assumptions

It is envisioned that CST operations in the NAS will occur in a NextGen environment. The NextGen environment should allow for easier integration of CST into the NAS, rather than segregating its operations from subsonic traffic.

NextGen will have a number of characteristics and capabilities relevant to all air transportation and to supersonic transportation in particular [7] [29]. These include network-enabled information access; position, navigation and timing services; aircraft trajectory based operations; super density arrival/departure operations; equivalent visual operations; weather assimilated into decision making; and layered, adaptive security. Predictive modeling technologies for air traffic control systems will play a critical role given greater air traffic density as well as the greater speed of supersonic aircraft.

Special air traffic control handling as was done for the Concorde is not an acceptable economic or practical solution. Concorde cruise flight was conducted at altitudes significantly higher than commercial subsonic traffic and, because there was a minimal number of vehicles, special air traffic controller handling could be applied without significant interruption of subsonic operations. Because of this uniquely limited nature of operations, this was a feasible approach for the Concorde. This likely will not be a practical approach for overland CST operations.

CST cruise operations are envisioned between FL400 and FL500. Maximum cruise efficiency is obtained using a continuous cruise-climb; this capability should be provided as part of the airspace integration concept.

Certain NextGen concepts and technologies have been developed that can be adapted to work with CSTs. These are discussed in further detail in section 6. Additionally, two components of the operating environment are discussed in this section—airports that may service CSTs, and examples of flight routes that the CST may fly.
3.4.1 CNS Infrastructure Assumptions

With regards to airspace communication, navigation, and surveillance infrastructure, it is assumed that the full NextGen system will be in place when CSTs are prominent in the NAS. Communication methods are expected to include voice and DataComm between radar controllers and the flight crew, ACARS between the flight crew and the airline dispatchers, and System Wide Information Management (SWIM) between the ATC traffic management controller and the airlines. Additionally, net-centric capabilities and in-flight Internet may augment DataComm, ACARS, and SWIM to facilitate collaborative decision making between the radar controller, traffic management controller, airline dispatcher, and flight crew. Navigation will be predominantly based on global positioning system (GPS) and the wide area augmentation system (WAAS). VHF Omnidirectional Range (VOR) with Distance Measuring Equipment (DME) may be used as well. Finally, regarding surveillance, ADS-B may provide the primary means of surveillance, with primary and secondary radar used for contingency.

3.4.2 Airport and City Pair Assumptions

Based upon low-fidelity modeling of CST flight characteristics, an analysis determined that the minimum practical flight distance between cities was 800 nautical miles. This analysis is further discussed in Section 4.1.3.1. Further constraining this, an arbitrary criterion was created that focused on airports that have at least two runways that are 10,000 feet long. Working within these constraints, several representative city pairs were selected for an initial study.

3.4.3 Airspace Assumptions

There should be no need for significant changes to airspace required for CSTs to operate in the NAS in the timeframe of this document. During the en-route phase of flight, CSTs will operate in Class A airspace, and the must meet the current standards for operating in Class A airspace. The cruise phase of flight will occur in super high sectors, but will remain under FL600, thus obviating the need for any special ATC re-sectorization or reclassification of airspace boundaries. During the transition to and from terminal airspace, CSTs will fly through Class E airspace, similar to current subsonic transport aircraft.

Applying the assumption of the NASA N+2 aircraft type, CSTs will operate in Class B or C airspace in the terminal area. The CSTs are expected to utilize existing airspace structure in the terminal area. Examples include standard instrument departure (SID) procedures during the departure phase of flight, standard terminal arrival route (STAR) procedures during the arrival phase of flight, and standard instrument approach procedures into a given airport. It is also assumed that CSTs will not have geographically separate routing procedures (i.e., they will be inserted into existing traffic flows into a given airport). Further research must be conducted to evaluate these assumptions.
4 Supersonic Transport Operations in the NAS Experiment

An experiment was conducted at NASA Langley to provide an initial investigation evaluating the integration of commercial overland supersonic aircraft operations into the NextGen NAS in September 2014. This primary study did not investigate any new flight deck or systematic concepts; it investigated, at an air traffic management level rather than an aircraft-centric level, how a commercial supersonic transport aircraft may interact with subsonic traffic. The resultant data identified areas where issues may arise, and will subsequently drive the development of tools, technologies, and procedures that will enable the safe, efficient, and seamless integration of CST into a NextGen NAS. Additionally, this data has been used in following sections of this document to formulate initial draft procedures that still require several iterations of testing for both air traffic controllers and flight crews that will allow for CST integration without an objectionable increase to either flight crew or controller workload.

4.1 Experiment Design

The experiment - entitled Supersonic Transport Operations in the National Airspace System Experiment (STONE) - was a full factorial batch simulation. Each of the scenarios was deterministic, meaning that only one replicate was required to obtain sufficient statistical power for the analysis. Additionally, in accordance with the full factorial design of the experiment, all of the independent variables were discrete.

The study was formed to find solutions to three research questions:

1) What possible encounter characteristics (geometry, relative speed, and altitude) may be faced if CSTs flew with current-day levels of traffic?

2) What are the relative impacts of various assumed climb and descent profiles on flight time for a CST?

3) What is the approximate time savings for a supersonic transport aircraft compared to a modern-day subsonic transport aircraft flying the same route?

4.1.1 Simulation Environment

A joint NASA-NLR simulation tool called the Traffic Manager eXecutable (TMX) hosted in the NASA Langley Research Center Air Traffic Operations Laboratory served as the simulation platform for this study. TMX was chosen due to its ability to execute in a fast-time mode and its ability to simulate aircraft that are capable of supersonic speeds.

For this initial study, to minimize the development effort required to collect this data, a generic fighter aircraft model that is capable of supersonic flight in the speed regimes was used. This generic fighter aircraft model (BADA Model: FGTN) was used as a surrogate for the NASA N+2 supersonic vehicle. This model was used for convenience and is not necessarily representative of a future CST. The impact of this assumption was not considered to be significant, but may be tested in future experiments.

A conflict detection (CD) algorithm was used to record encounters with subsonic aircraft during the flight. This algorithm recorded an encounter if a traffic aircraft encroached any space within a volume around the CST. The volume was defined to be a cylinder with radius of 5 nautical miles and height of ±1000 feet from the CST's present position, which is standard IFR separation [30]. The TMX-inherent conflict detection algorithm was used (i.e., it was turned on for each of the CSTs in the scenario). It is important to note that the resolution portion of the algorithm was not
turned on for this experiment, which means that the aircraft, if in conflict, did not react to the conflict. In the operational world, a controller would take preventive measures to minimize the number of conflicts between aircraft.

4.1.2 Scenario Description

An operational commercial supersonic aircraft scenario was developed based on Concorde operating procedures. The CST initialized at the end of a SID flying at 250 knots indicated airspeed and at an altitude of FL180, in level flight. Soon thereafter, the CST accelerated toward Mach 0.84 and climbed (Figure 8, Phase 1).

The scenarios included a provision for an intermediate subsonic level-off altitude, representing the case where an air traffic controller might have to hold a CST at a lower altitude than its desired cruise altitude and at a subsonic speed. If an intermediate subsonic level-off was required (Figure 8, Phase 2), the aircraft accelerated to and then maintained Mach 0.84 and held the intermediate subsonic cruise altitude. The CST flew at that altitude for the segment length, after which it then accelerated to its supersonic cruise Mach and climbed to its supersonic cruise altitude (Figure 8, Phase 3).

If no level-off altitude was required, the CST climbed and accelerated unabated to its supersonic cruise altitude and Mach number. In Figure 8, the CST would transition directly from Phase 1 to Phase 3. The CST cruised at FL470 and Mach 1.6 (Figure 8, Phase 4), and maintained this cruise Mach and altitude to a calculated top-of-descent point.

After beginning its descent (Figure 8, Phase 5), the CST followed a flight profile that mirrored the ascent (i.e., the provision for an intermediate subsonic level altitude was added). If the intermediate subsonic level-off segment length is zero, the CST descends from the calculated top of descent point directly to the transition to the STAR. The aircraft reached the transition to the STAR at its subsonic level-off altitude (if no subsonic altitude level existed, the CST reached the transition to the STAR at FL395) and at a speed of Mach 0.84.

If flown, the intermediate subsonic level-off altitude and segment length were the same in the descent as they were in the ascent, as shown in Figure 8, Phase 6. The aircraft decelerated to Mach 0.84 and held the intermediate level-off altitude.

The geographic coordinates for each waypoint in the trajectory were calculated to ensure that the flight profiles for the CST were symmetric. To achieve the speed and altitude requirements for the specific flight profile flown, speed and altitude constraints were commanded at each waypoint in the flight.
4.1.3 Independent Variables

The independent variables in this study were: 1) the aircraft route; 2) the departure time; 3) the length of the intermediate subsonic level-off segment before the CST is cleared to climb to its cruise altitude and accelerate to its cruise Mach number; and, 4) the altitude at which that level off occurs.

4.1.3.1 Aircraft route

The batch experiment used existing subsonic NAS traffic with supersonic traffic operations added between selected US hub airports. The airports were chosen using the criteria discussed in section 3.3.2 of this document. Table 1 displays the list of candidate airports.

Table 1: Candidate Airports for STONE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Candidate Airports for STONE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KSEA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned in section 3.4.2 of this document, an analysis was performed to choose practical supersonic city pairs. The practicality of a flight route was determined by the time spent at a supersonic Mach number. Based upon the modeled aircraft flight characteristics, it was determined that a minimum distance between the end of the SID at one city and the transition to a STAR at another was approximately 700 nautical miles. This assumption was invoked because the simulated aircraft model could not reach the desired cruise Mach number of Mach 1.6 and the desired cruise altitude of FL470 before it had to begin its descent into the transition to the arrival with less than 700 nautical miles between city pairs, meaning that the effective time that the CST spent at its cruise Mach number and cruise altitude was nil. For practicality, a 100 nautical mile
buffer was added to the minimum to ensure that the CST aircraft would spend some time at a supersonic cruise altitude and Mach number.

This selection of city pairs and the assumption of a minimum distance between these pairs may be neither valid nor representative of an operational CST, but they serve the purpose of ensuring an adequate length of supersonic flight segments to test the integration of subsonic and supersonic traffic, and will require further vetting through the use of higher fidelity aircraft models flying in the assumed airspace with the assumed equipage. The city pairs chosen for this study are presented in Table 2. A plus sign in the cell indicates that a route existed between a departure and arrival airport.

**Table 2: City Pairs used in STONE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Departure</th>
<th>KSEA</th>
<th>KSFO</th>
<th>KLAX</th>
<th>KLAS</th>
<th>KPHX</th>
<th>KDEN</th>
<th>KDFW</th>
<th>KIAH</th>
<th>KORD</th>
<th>KATL</th>
<th>KMIA</th>
<th>KIAD</th>
<th>KJFK</th>
<th>KBOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KSEA</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSFO</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLAX</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLAS</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPHX</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDEN</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDFW</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIAH</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KORD</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KATL</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMIA</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIAD</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KJFK</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KBOS</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.3.2  **Departure times**

The second independent variable was the departure time of the CSTs. Each scenario consisted of four CSTs departing the same airport staggered by fifteen minutes each. These four supersonic aircraft were added to a scenario where subsonic traffic flew along recorded flight plans from real-world air traffic data from April 1, 2013. Although winds were not included in the simulation, wind speed can influence the amount of time at supersonic speeds.

The departure times are presented in Table 3. The staggered departure times were chosen to directly impact the first research question. The different departure times for each of the CSTs resulted in each of them encountering different subsonic traffic throughout its flight.

**Table 3: Departure Times for CST in STONE Scenarios**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time of Departure</th>
<th>T+0 minutes</th>
<th>T+15 minutes</th>
<th>T+30 minutes</th>
<th>T+45 minutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

4.1.3.3  **Length and Altitude of Intermediate Level-off Segment**

The third and fourth independent variables were the length and altitude of the intermediate subsonic level-off segment that the CST flew prior to accelerating and climbing to its supersonic cruise Mach number and cruise altitude. In real-world operations, the traffic situation may dictate that an air traffic controller hold the CST at a lower altitude until a corridor free of traffic where the CST may begin its uninterrupted climb and acceleration to its cruise altitude and Mach number is available. The intermediate subsonic level-off lengths are presented in Table 4 and are depicted
in Figure 8 as \textit{level-off}, and the intermediate subsonic level-off altitudes are presented in Table 5 and displayed graphically in Figure 8 as \textit{Z\textsubscript{level-off}}.

**Table 4: Intermediate Subsonic Level-Off Lengths used in STONE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level-off Segment Length (NM)</th>
<th>0 NM</th>
<th>50 NM</th>
<th>100 NM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Table 5: Intermediate Subsonic Level-Off Altitudes used in STONE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level-off Segment Altitude (FL)</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>FL275</th>
<th>FL295</th>
<th>FL315</th>
<th>FL335</th>
<th>FL355</th>
<th>FL375</th>
<th>FL395</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The intermediate subsonic level-off was scripted into the scenario, and was the most practical way to simulate the influence of the air traffic controller on the flight, since no human or simulated air traffic controller was used in this study. For ease of scenario creation and to minimize the number of scenarios, the trajectory for the CST was symmetric, meaning that if the CST had an intermediate subsonic level-off segment with a length of 50 nautical miles during its ascent, it also had an intermediate subsonic level-off segment with a length of 50 nautical miles after it descended from its cruise altitude.

The values of the intermediate subsonic level-off altitudes were set at altitudes which ended in 500 ft (FL275, FL295, etc.). These non-IFR cruise altitudes were deliberately chosen to examine interactions with traffic in a large altitude block while minimizing the total number of scenarios. For example, instead of having two scenarios that had intermediate subsonic level-off segments at FL350 and FL360, one scenario was created with an intermediate subsonic level-off segment of FL355. The conflict detection (CD) algorithm onboard a CST in the scenario with an intermediate subsonic level-off segment of FL355 would record intrusions at both FL350 and FL360. The results were then post-processed to ensure that conflicts that would not have happened due to procedural altitude separation were not counted in the data set.

A special “best-case” scenario was examined for each city pair where the intermediate subsonic level-off segment length was zero and the altitude was “None”. This implies that the CST was cleared to climb and accelerate from the end of the SID to its cruise altitude and cruise Mach number without the need to level-off for traffic concerns. Additionally, since, as previously mentioned, the trajectory of the CST was symmetric, when the intermediate subsonic level-off segment length was zero and the altitude was “None”, the CST would descend and decelerate continuously from its calculated top-of-descent point to the transition to the STAR at the arrival airport.

The different lengths and altitudes for the intermediate subsonic level-off segment directly impacted each of the three research questions. These different lengths resulted in the CST encountering different subsonic traffic aircraft during the flight and also affected the duration of the flight.

### 4.2 Results and Discussion

Using 4 CST (one aircraft departing at each of the four departure times), with 113 city pairs, 2 intermediate altitude lengths and 7 intermediate subsonic cruise altitudes, as well as the special
condition where there was no intermediate subsonic level-off, resulted in 1,695 scenarios and approximately 95 hours of TMX simulation time to compute the subsonic and supersonic traffic encounters, as well as to get flight times for the CST.

4.2.1 Dependent Measures

This study used several dependent variables:

1) Horizontal encounter geometry of a detected conflict between the CST and subsonic traffic;
2) Number of detected conflicts/encounters;
3) Location along the trajectory of the encounters; and,
4) Three calculated flight times: a) the total flight time from the end of the SID to the transition to the STAR; b) the time spent by the CST at its cruise altitude; and, c) the time spent by the CST at its cruise Mach number.

Each of the dependent variables maps directly to the three research questions stated in section 4.1.

4.2.2 Encounter Results and Discussion

The encounter geometry between the CST and subsonic traffic is calculated using data output from the conflict detection algorithm running in the simulation environment. These data include information about the heading of each aircraft when the intrusion occurred, the closest distance between the two aircraft during the intrusion, the altitude of each aircraft when the intrusion occurred, and both the horizontal and vertical speed of each aircraft when the intrusion occurred. Using these data, the angle and the relative closure speeds of the encounter relative to the CST can be calculated. Additionally, the data include information about the point at which the encounter occurred along the CST’s trajectory.

4.2.2.1 Data Cleansing

Since the level-off altitudes for the simulated CST are between the nominally flown flight levels, the conflict detection algorithm will detect conflicts in both the flight level altitude above the CST and the flight level below. As previously mentioned, this was done by design to minimize the number of scenarios in the experiment. Air traffic controllers procedurally set altitudes at different values depending on the direction of flight to avoid co-altitude head-on collisions. For flights going east to west, the FAA requires that the cruise altitude be an even flight level (FL280, FL300, FL320, etc.) and for flights going from west to east, the cruise altitude must be an odd flight level (FL290, FL310, FL330, etc.).

Before any analysis was performed, the data were scrubbed to eliminate any encounter that was a simulation artifact, in other words, one that would not have occurred in real life due to the procedural altitude separation. For example, consider a CST in one of the scenarios that flew from Dulles International Airport in Washington, D.C. to Los Angeles International Airport in Los Angeles, California and leveled off at a subsonic speed at FL355 prior to climbing and accelerating to its cruise altitude and Mach number. If an encounter was reported with a traffic aircraft that was flying straight and level at FL350, this encounter was discarded since the actual level-off altitude for the CST would be FL360, and the two aircraft would be procedurally separated by 1000 feet in a real-world operation. However, in the same scenario, if an encounter was reported with a
traffic aircraft that was flying straight and level at FL360, this encounter was recorded since the CST and the traffic aircraft would be at the same altitude. This prevented skewing of the results due to artifacts of the batch simulation.

Additionally, a simulation issue was uncovered where TMX could only support a fixed number of aircraft (approximately 1000 aircraft operating simultaneously in the simulated airspace) in each scenario. To accommodate the simulation environment, some of the scenarios were split into two smaller scenarios in which the CSTs flew identical trajectories, but the traffic was split between the scenarios. For scenarios where this occurred, the data was checked to ensure that no duplicate encounters were recorded.

4.2.2.2 Encounters by Flight Regime Results

The phase of flight, or flight regime, where each encounter occurred was determined based on data output by the conflict detection algorithm. This data was binned into four phases of the trajectory described in Error! Reference source not found.—the ascent to supersonic cruise conditions, supersonic cruise conditions, the descent to subsonic conditions, and the intermediate subsonic level-off segment. Figure 9 displays the percentage of encounters that occurred during each of these phases of the trajectory.

The data indicate that encounters were most likely to occur during the intermediate subsonic level-off segment. Future research may investigate this result, but since the commercial supersonic aircraft was subsonic at this point in the flight, coordinating and maintaining separation is not a problem that is unique to CSTs. The result may be a batch simulation peculiarity—especially since no human or simulated air traffic controllers were used in the study. This scenario is one that air traffic control should be able to handle. Therefore, the data was analyzed again without the encounters that occurred at the intermediate subsonic level-off segment. Figure 10 displays this data. All encounter data presented throughout the remainder of the paper uses this subset of encounter data.
Re-analyzing the data, the most likely flight phase that an encounter occurred is during the ascent from the intermediate subsonic level-off segment to the CST’s cruise altitude, followed by the descent from cruise. Interestingly, there were encounters recorded when the CST was at cruise altitude. After examining the data, these encounters were caused by high-end business jets that were flying at FL470 on the recorded traffic day.

Further analysis presented in Figure 11 shows that, for level-off altitudes greater that FL335, as the level-off altitude increases, the number of encounters experienced during the ascent to cruise altitude from the intermediate subsonic level-off segment phase of the CST’s trajectory decreases. This result is expected, since the amount of congested airspace that the CST must climb through to reach its cruise altitude from the intermediate subsonic level-off segment is smaller.

Additionally, Figure 11 expresses that as the level-off altitude increases, the number of encounters experienced during the descent from cruise altitude to the intermediate subsonic level-off segment phase of the CST’s trajectory decreases. Again, this result is expected, since the amount of congested airspace that the CST must descend through to reach its intermediate subsonic level-off segment from its cruise altitude is smaller.
Figure 11: Number of Encounters vs. Level-off Altitude (Ascent to Cruise and Descent from Cruise)

4.2.2.3 Encounters by Level-Off Segment Altitude and Length Results

The number of encounters was also determined for each of the independent variables relating to the intermediate subsonic level-off segment. Of the four independent variables in this study, the altitude at which the intermediate subsonic level-off began and the length of the intermediate subsonic level-off were expected to have the largest effect on the number of intrusions. It was postulated that any intermediate subsonic level-off segments prior to the CST receiving a clearance from an air traffic controller to climb to its cruise altitude and accelerate to its cruise Mach number would increase the number of intrusions experienced by that CST. Figure 12 illustrates the number of encounters versus both the altitude when the intermediate subsonic level-off segment is initialized and the length of the intermediate subsonic level-off segment. The data presented in Figure 12 is the subset of data where encounters that occurred during the subsonic level-off segment are removed from the dataset.

Figure 12: Number of Encounters by Level-Off Altitude and by Level-Off Length
As seen in the data shown in the top graph of Figure 12, the CSTs experienced a larger number of encounters in the ascent to, during, and descent from, cruise conditions when the altitude of the subsonic level-off segment occurred between FL270 and FL360. The larger number of encounters in this altitude range makes sense since most subsonic transport aircraft cruise at these altitudes. In presumed real-world CST operations, it is assumed by the researcher that there would not be many practical reasons for commanding a CST to conduct a subsonic cruise segment at FL360 or higher because the CST aircraft, at those altitudes, would be above a significant portion of the subsonic traffic that it may encounter. However, these data highlight the need for technology to address the corridor clear of traffic for a CST to accelerate and climb through to get to its cruise conditions as soon as possible.

From the data displayed in the lower graph of Figure 12, it is clear that, as expected, CSTs flying the ideal trajectory—one that does not include an intermediate subsonic level-off segment—experienced fewer encounters than CST that were required to perform a level off prior to climbing and accelerating to its cruise altitude and Mach number. This is due to the shorter amount of time spent transiting through typical subsonic traffic cruise altitudes. Furthermore, the lower graph in Figure 12 shows that there is a small decrease in the number of encounters for a longer level-off length. This result may be explained by the fact that a longer subsonic level-off segment moves the accelerating ascent to cruise conditions for the CST farther from busy terminal airspace. However, this result necessitates further investigation.

4.2.2.4 Encounters by Flight Route Results

Analysis suggested that there was essentially no difference in the number of encounters experienced by the CST when the flights were organized by westbound versus eastbound flights (49.25% and 50.75%, respectively). The airport locations were then broken into several region areas to discover any routes that may have had more conflicts than others, and the number of encounters per route was analyzed based on the airport pairing of the flight. Table 6 below shows the location of each airport location.

Table 6: Airport Location Breakdown

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport:</th>
<th>KSEA</th>
<th>KSFO</th>
<th>KLAX</th>
<th>KLAS</th>
<th>KPHX</th>
<th>KDEN</th>
<th>KDFW</th>
<th>KIAH</th>
<th>KORD</th>
<th>KATL</th>
<th>KMIA</th>
<th>KIAD</th>
<th>KJFK</th>
<th>KBOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location:</td>
<td>NW</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>SW</td>
<td>WC</td>
<td>WC</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>NE</td>
<td>NE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are differences in the number of encounters experienced by different routes. Figure 13 shows the average number of encounters on the specified route normalized by the average number of encounters for any given-route. The locations of the departure and arrival airports are shown on the x-axis, following the naming convention outlined in Table 6. Additionally, for ease of displaying the results, the reverse direction (e.g., E to NW and NW to E) if applicable is shown under the same label.
The results from the study suggest that flights departing from the south central area (SC) of the country (KDFW) going to the south east (SE, KMIA) and vice versa experienced encounters almost 3 times more than the average number of encounters on a given-route. This is explained by the fact that those aircraft traversed more highly congested traffic areas during that particular traffic day.

4.2.2.5 Planar Encounter Results and Discussion

Using the angle of the encounter relative to the CST, the type of planar encounter was determined. The data was binned into three categories—head-on, side, and overtake. A head-on encounter occurred when the absolute value of the angle of the encounter relative to the CST was less than 45°. A side encounter occurred when the absolute value of the angle of encounter was between 45° and 135°. Finally, an overtake encounter occurred when the absolute value of angle of the encounter relative to the CST was greater than 135°. Figure 14 illustrates the percentage of each type of planar encounter. The data suggest that head-on encounters and encounters from the side of the CST were the most prevalent.
All of the head-on encounters occurred during the climb and acceleration to cruise conditions and during the descent and deceleration to the transition of the STAR. No head-on encounters were recorded during the level-off segment, validating the aforementioned data cleansing process, or during the cruise phase of flight.

4.2.3 Flight Time Results and Discussion

Three flight times are calculated for the CST based on data from this study. The first flight time calculated is the total flight time from the end of the SID to the transition to the STAR. The second and third flight times calculated were the time spent by the CST at its supersonic cruise altitude, and the time spent by the CST at its supersonic cruise Mach number, respectively.

These data may be used to refine the feasible flight routes that a CST may fly. If the time spent on a particular flight route at either the supersonic cruise altitude or the supersonic cruise Mach number is too short to make any impact on the total flight time, this route may not be considered practical for supersonic flight in the future.

These data were also compared to flight time data from a simulated modern-day subsonic aircraft to provide a means of assessing the potential time savings that CST may provide.

4.2.3.1 Total CST Flight Time

The total flight time was captured in the state data of each CST in each scenario. The “total flight” is defined as the portion of the flight started at the end of a SID of one airport and terminated at the transition to a STAR of another airport. It is not the full liftoff to landing flight time.

When analyzing the flights in aggregate, only four flights out of a total of 7796 (0.05%) were shorter than one hour. Additionally, only 100 flights out of the total number of flights (1.28%) were over 2.75 hours in length. Figure 15 displays a histogram of all of the flight times for all flights evaluated in STONE.

![Figure 15: Flight Times for CST in STONE](image-url)
The average flight time for all flights was approximately 1 hour and 52 minutes. The median flight time was 1 hour and 50 minutes. The standard deviation of these data is approximately 28 minutes.

The shortest flight departed George Bush Houston Intercontinental Airport (KIAH) and arrived at Denver International Airport (KDEN). This flight trajectory did not feature an intermediate subsonic level-off segment (Figure 16, “None”, black column), and the flight time from departing the SID to arriving at the transition to the STAR was approximately 58 minutes. This flight was the shortest due to the combination of its short flight length and the lack of an intermediate subsonic level-off segment. Figure 16 shows the flight time for each of the altitudes that the intermediate subsonic level-off began for both subsonic level-off lengths for the flights that departed KIAH and arrived at KDEN.

![Figure 16: KIAH-KDEN CST Flight Times](image)

Further assessment of the data showed that as the altitude at which the intermediate subsonic level-off segment began increased, the flight time also increased up to an altitude of FL375. Evaluation of the CST’s airspeeds confirmed these results. In the scenarios, the CST was commanded to accelerate from 250 knots indicated airspeed (the speed the aircraft initialized at the end of the SID) to Mach 0.84. As the altitude of the intermediate level-off segment increased, the CST spent more time at Mach 0.84, causing the flight time to increase up to FL375. Between FL375 and FL395, there was a very small decrease in flight time. It is hypothesized that this small decrease in flight time is due to the way that the trajectory was flown by the simulated aircraft. This result was seen across all flights in STONE. Further testing and analysis of the trajectory generator, the acceleration profile of the aircraft during a climb, and the flight guidance routines in TMX is required to confirm this hypothesis.

Additionally, Figure 16 showed that as the length of the intermediate subsonic level-off segment increased, the flight time increased. This observation was intuitively easy to understand—as the
length of the intermediate subsonic level-off segment increased, the percentage of the flight that the CST was held at a lower Mach number increased, thus causing a longer flight time.

The longest flight departed KSFO and arrived at KBOS. This trajectory featured an intermediate subsonic level-off segment of 100 nautical miles at FL375 (Figure 17, “FL375”, blue Column), and the flight time from departing the SID to arriving at the transition to the STAR was 2 hours, 53 minutes, 10 seconds. As expected, this flight was longer due to the long distance between the departure and arrival airports. Furthermore, as anticipated, the specific trajectory with the intermediate subsonic level-off added time compared to the trajectory for the same city pair with no intermediate subsonic subsonic level-off segment.

As expected, in general across all scenarios, CSTs flying the ideal trajectory (no intermediate subsonic level-off segment) had the shortest overall flight times. As the intermediate subsonic level-off segment length decreased, the flight time for the CST also decreased.

4.2.3.2 Time Spent by CST at Cruise Altitude and Mach Number

The time spent by the CST at its cruise altitude and Mach number was calculated using the aircraft’s state information. The time the aircraft leveled-off at its cruise altitude was subtracted from the time that the aircraft reached its calculated top of descent point. Likewise, the time that the aircraft reached its cruise Mach number was subtracted from the time that it began its deceleration to subsonic speed.

Figures 18 and 19 show the times spent by all aircraft in STONE at the CST’s cruise altitude and Mach number, respectively. Analysis of this data showed that 36% of all flights spent less than one hour at the desired supersonic cruise altitude and 38% of all flights spent less than one hour at the desired supersonic cruise Mach number. These data can be used to further refine the criteria for feasible and practical city pairs that CSTs may operate between. The mean time spent at cruise
altitude was approximately 1 hour and 13 minutes with a standard deviation of approximately 27 minutes, and the mean time spent at cruise Mach number was approximately 1 hour and 10 minutes with a standard deviation of approximately 27 minutes as well.

Across all flights and all trajectories, approximately 64% of the total flight time was spent at the CST’s cruise altitude, and 61% of the total flight time was spent at the CST’s cruise Mach number.
4.2.3.3 Comparison between CST and Subsonic Transport Aircraft

To determine the time savings of a CST compared to a subsonic commercial transport aircraft flying the same route, scenarios were created in which a large subsonic commercial transport aircraft flew between the same cities that the CST flew. The subsonic commercial transport aircraft flew trajectories similar to the trajectories that the CST flew. The differences in trajectory for the subsonic commercial transport aircraft were as follows—the large category transport aircraft had a cruise altitude of FL420 (maximum ceiling for the BADA model) and a cruise Mach number of 0.82 (maximum operating Mach number for the BADA model).

Using the total flight time data output by the subsonic scenarios, it was determined that CST flight times were, on average across all conditions, 53% shorter than the flight times flown by a subsonic aircraft flying comparable trajectories. Despite up to two 100 nm subsonic intermediate holds (one prior to the ascent and acceleration to cruise altitude and speed and one after the descent and deceleration from cruise altitude and speed), the flight time data shows that from SID to STAR, the CST cut the en-route flight times in half on average compared to subsonic aircraft. Thus, the flight time benefits of CST appear promising. Additional optimization may be offered if subsonic SID and STAR speed constraints for supersonic aircraft can be eliminated—thus allowing a CST to maintain supersonic flight for longer times, with closer transitions from the origin and to the destination of each flight.

4.3 Experiment Notes and Further Development

A major limitation of this study was the use of an existing supersonic aircraft BADA model. The emerging N+2 design data needs to be incorporated into this evaluation paradigm to more accurately explore the potential operational constraints that these unique vehicles might create in the NAS and explore architectures and technologies for Air Traffic Management to alleviate them. A major step in this direction was undertaken from fall 2014 to spring 2015.

An initial model of the proposed NASA N+2 CST has been developed for the NASA Langley-developed Aircraft Simulation for Traffic Operations Research (ASTOR) software that is housed in the NASA Langley-developed Air Traffic Operations Simulation (ATOS) environment. This model will allow researchers to begin investigating, at a higher fidelity, several research questions that address the operational assumptions, procedures, and technologies discussed later in this document.

The CST ASTOR model is based on aerodynamic and engine performance data generated by the CST Project’s N+2 design. The interfaces for the CST ASTOR model are currently similar to those of a Boeing 777, since there have been no cockpit designs given for the proposed NASA N+2 aircraft.

The ASTOR’s FMS has been updated to include a trajectory generator that is capable of creating a trajectory that includes a supersonic acceleration and cruise segment. Figure 20 displays an example of the vertical trajectory profile for the CST FMS.
Segment 1 in Figure 20 is a subsonic SID. The thrust and speeds on this segment are procedurally defined for each SID. Segment 2 in Figure 20 represents an unconstrained constant subsonic climb and Calibrated Air Speed (CAS) value. This segment is defined as the acceleration from the last constrained CAS (i.e., the last constraint of the SID) to a faster, constant subsonic climb CAS. The assumption is that this value shall be 300 KIAS, but this value is subject to change based on further testing. During this segment, maximum climb thrust power setting is used.

Segment 3 in Figure 20 shows the acceleration from subsonic climb CAS to a supersonic climb CAS. This segment will involve lowering the flight path angle to get through the transonic region (Mach 0.95 to Mach 1.05) as soon as possible. The supersonic climb CAS shall be defined as the CAS that equals the entered cruise Mach number at the cruise altitude. During this segment, maximum climb thrust is used. Segment 4 in Figure 20 is defined as a constant supersonic CAS climb to the entered cruise altitude. During this segment, maximum climb thrust is also used.

Segment 5 in Figure 20 is defined as a constant altitude and constant Mach supersonic cruise. This segment shall also take into account cruise climb (Figure 20, Segment 5a) and cruise descents (Figure 20, Segment 5b). Thrust will be used as required (i.e., thrust to maintain constant altitude and constant speed). Segment 6 in Figure 20 shows the deceleration from the supersonic CAS (defined previously as the CAS that equals the entered cruise Mach number at the entered cruise altitude) to a constant subsonic descent CAS. The subsonic CAS shall be an arbitrary subsonic Mach number (Mach \(\approx\) 0.9) at an arbitrary high subsonic cruise altitude (Z \(\approx\) FL390). These numbers will be refined through further testing. The constant subsonic descent CAS may result in a supersonic Mach number at cruise altitude. It is assumed that the deceleration will use a partial thrust setting, and the thrust will be reduced to result in an acceptable deceleration rate for the airframe. Further testing is required to determine whether this segment will occur in level flight or in a shallow descent.

Segment 7 in Figure 20 is defined as an unconstrained descent from the entered cruise altitude at a constant subsonic descent CAS to a constrained point (i.e., the transition to a STAR). The deceleration from a supersonic Mach to subsonic Mach is accomplished by flying constant CAS during the descent. The descent will occur with an idle thrust setting to maximize efficiency. Finally, segment 8 in Figure 20 represents a subsonic STAR. Currently, no supersonic speed constraints are allowed on the STAR, however, that may change with further testing and procedure definition. The speeds on this segment are procedurally defined by the STAR, and the thrust will change based on the speeds and descent profile.
4.4 Summary of STONE

This study provided key data that relates to both the operations and procedures for operating a class of CST in the National Airspace System as well as providing high-level justification for the economic benefits that operating these vehicles may bring.

The data suggest, as expected, that there is a negative impact on the flight time if a controller keeps a CST at an intermediate subsonic cruise altitude for an extended period of time. This situation may reduce the economic benefit of operating these vehicles, and may potentially cause significant efficiency losses for the CST.

The data also suggest that there is a potential for encounters with other aircraft as the CST accelerates and climbs to supersonic cruise, and to a lesser extent, as it decelerates and descends from supersonic cruise. This, coupled with the negative impact on flight time from extended intermediate subsonic cruise segments mentioned in the previous paragraph, highlights a need to allow the CST to reach its cruise altitude and Mach number quickly and safely by ascending and descending through a corridor clear of traffic. The procedures discussed in sections 5.5.2 and 5.7.2 in this document assume that the technologies to address this need, discussed in Section 6.1, or similar technologies are in place.

The traffic density is expected to be low at CST cruise conditions. However, the flight plan for the aircraft will most likely need to avoid certain areas of the country due to sonic boom considerations. Section 5.6.2 postulates procedures that would be made more efficient with the technologies discussed in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.

Although not investigated in this study, the initial descent, arrival, and approach segments may present a challenge for air traffic controllers. Procedures and technologies to address these flight regimes are discussed further in Sections 5.8 and 6.4, respectively.
5 Operational Scenarios

This section of the document discusses historical CST operating procedures—specifically, Concorde’s—and extends them to future CSTs.

This ConOps is primarily associated with flight deck technologies, functions, operational procedures, and the role of the flight crew and ATC. It is also assumed for this ConOps that the CST is operated under Part 121. Other entities that participate in the NAS, including Airline Operations Center (including dispatchers and flight operations managers) must also be considered and reconciled with any new flight deck or ATC technology or procedure. It is assumed that the roles of these participants will be conceived separately (e.g., by airline partners); as such, coordination is necessary throughout but not discussed herein.

5.1 Pre-Departure Operations

5.1.1 Concorde Procedures and Operations

The crew scheduled to fly Concorde would arrive approximately 1.5 hours prior to pushback from the gate [11]. The crew received a typical pre-flight briefing, which included weather, winds aloft, departure procedures, noise abatement requirements, transition altitudes, and abnormal conditions [31].

The flight charts for the flight crew were handed out during the pre-flight briefing [11]. Concorde flew special, fixed east-west oceanic tracks across the North Atlantic, which differed from the routes that subsonic aircraft flew. Subsonic aircraft fly along the North Atlantic Organized Track System (NATOTS), which are routes used by aircraft flying between North America and Europe between FL310 and FL410, inclusive. These routes are aligned to provide the best service to the bulk of the traffic, since the airspace becomes congested at peak hours. These tracks are seldom identical from day-to-day due to convective weather avoidance and utilizing or avoiding the jet stream, depending on the direction of travel, [32] and are generated twice a day [33]. Concorde flew on fixed tracks across the North Atlantic because, at the altitudes that Concorde was flying (FL500-FL600), the variations of weather were so minor and the jet stream had such a minimal impact that the tracks had no need to change. Typically, the only tracks used were “Sierra Mike” (Westbound flights) and “Sierra November” (Eastbound flights). Tracks “Sierra Oscar” and “Sierra Papa” existed, but were seldom used [11].

Although Concorde did not use the subsonic North Atlantic Organized Track System, the flight crew typically plotted the most current operational tracks on their flight charts to maintain situation awareness. In case of an emergency that required a descent, such as a loss of pressurization, the crew was typically forced to ensure that they were clear of other traffic, due to the inherent latencies in high frequency (HF) radio communication across the ocean. Additionally, the flight crew would plot “points of no return” on the flight charts. The points of no return were calculated for three-engine and two-engine operations. Finally, several alternate airports were plotted on the flight routes for use in the rare event of an en-route issue that would require diversion to an alternate airfield. Typically, fuel burn and transfer times were pre-calculated by the flight engineer during the pre-flight briefing [11].

After the pre-flight briefing, the flight engineer would perform the physical pre-flight walk-around check, and the captain and first officer would enter the flight deck and perform system checks. Approximately 30 minutes prior to pushback, the crew would gather on the flight deck to perform the formal pre-flight checklists and cockpit preparations [11].
5.1.2 Future CST Procedures and Operations

For the proposed CST, the preflight procedures should be extremely similar to the preflight procedures for a typical subsonic commercial aircraft. Modern pre-flight routing for aircraft is performed by a dispatch entity using decision support tools that automate many of the functions that Concorde flight crew members completed. The flight crew will receive their routing from dispatch, which will look very similar to the routing of a commercial subsonic aircraft other than the cruise altitude and almost exclusive use of direct routing (although indirect routing at the time of introducing CST operations will be much more frequent). The flight plan will be heavily based on the winds and temperature profile data available. Although winds are certainly considered in today’s operations, these data are critical for boom and overpressure mitigation. The combination of atmospheric conditions and initial path definition will determine where overpressure and focus boom locations will occur, and thus, will be used to refine the final flight plan.

5.2 Taxi Operations

5.2.1 Concorde Procedures and Operations

Taxiing speed for the Concorde was recommended to be limited to 20 knots on a straight segment, and no more than 10 knots during a sharp turn. However, speed should not be allowed to become so slow that large amounts of thrust were required to get the aircraft moving. This was due to jet blast considerations in the confined spaces of an airport [31].

5.2.2 Future CST Procedures and Operations

The proposed CST should have no restrictions when taxiing, other than those that would normally be imposed on large subsonic commercial airliners. Modifications to existing taxiways should not be required, since the CST will be lighter than the heaviest aircraft that these major hub airports currently support. Also, the CST will not have a large wingspan, and the length of the airframe of the proposed NASA N+2 CST (see Figure 2) is similar to that of a Boeing 777 aircraft or an Airbus A340 aircraft.

Regarding taxi speeds, until a vehicle is designed, it is very difficult to provide estimated ground taxi speeds. Large subsonic aircraft (Boeing 757/767) are typically limited to 25 knots for straight ahead segments and turns up to 45 degrees, and 10 knots for turns greater than 45 degrees [34]. Since these speeds are close to those that were used by Concorde, it is assumed that the taxi speeds for a future CST should be in the 20-25 knot range for straight segments and 10 knots for turns greater than 45 degrees.

5.3 Take-off and Departure Operations

5.3.1 Concorde Procedures and Operations

Concorde required afterburners to accelerate to a speed where it could rotate and lift off, and to accelerate to the high speeds that it required for supersonic flight. The noise produced by the afterburners sometimes caused an opposite direction takeoff at JFK airport, since a community sat at the end of one runway. This presented air traffic controllers with a challenge while utilizing the noise abatement procedure, because the opposite direction takeoff would result in the loss of both arrival and departure slots in the regular traffic flow [35].

If the aircraft was cleared to climb to supersonic speeds, the aircraft would maintain $V_{MO}$ through the climb all the way to its cruise altitude. Otherwise, Concorde would climb at $V_{MO}$ and then Mach 0.93 if the climb was to a subsonic cruise altitude [31].
5.3.2 Future CST Procedures and Operations

The proposed CST will be required to conform to the same community noise requirements that all modern subsonic transport airliners follow in current-day operations. The aircraft must not require afterburners to achieve the thrust necessary for high speed flight, or for takeoff. Engine and airframes will be designed to obviate the need for a special noise-abatement takeoff procedure and the CST should never be put in a position where it will require an opposite takeoff flow for noise purposes.

In the operating environment that the CST is anticipated to operate in (NextGen with trajectory-based operations), automation may determine a release time based on integration with the en-route flow, obviating unique problematic issues. Nominally, the CST will follow existing Standard Instrument Departure (SID) routes out of the airport, and from the terminus of the SID, continue on its filed flight plan. The CST may have on-board automation to give the flight crew speed guidance to perform an efficient and rapid ascent to the CST’s cruise conditions. The departure speeds are unknown at this point, yet research should be conducted to determine the effects of higher departure speeds. Based on this research, airspace regulations should be potentially modified to allow higher speeds than are currently allowed today (i.e., greater than 250 KIAS below 10,000 feet).

5.4 Subsonic Cruise Operations

5.4.1 Concorde Procedures and Operations

Concorde leveled-off at a subsonic cruise altitude, which was typically given by an air traffic controller. The autothrottle system of Concorde was engaged, and thrust was provided to maintain a constant Mach number of 0.95. Likewise, the pilot flying would engage an altitude hold mode. The aircraft would then fly at this altitude until it was cleared to begin its supersonic acceleration and climb to cruise altitude [11]. The optimum flight level for subsonic cruise varied considerably with weight. Any increase in subsonic cruise flight level above the optimum will have an adverse effect on the aircraft’s specific range. This is due to the indicated airspeed at Mach 0.95 falling below the minimum drag speed for the weight, which presents drag penalties [31].

New York Center controllers vectored Concorde out over the ocean as quickly as possible at approximately FL300 before clearing the aircraft to climb and accelerate to its cruise altitude and Mach number. This was done so that Concorde was out of the way of subsonic traffic as quickly as feasible for both intrusion avoidance and for noise abatement purposes [35].

5.4.2 Future CST Procedures and Operations

The proposed CST may also be required to fly a subsonic cruise phase where it will level off at an intermediate altitude at high subsonic speed. Ideally, however, air traffic controllers should allow the CST to execute a continuous climb from the ground to its cruise altitude. Flight deck automation and controller decision support tools will need to be researched and developed to ensure that the climb path is optimized for the CST with minimal impact to surrounding traffic. Examples of tools that can be modified to support this operation are discussed in Section 6 of this document.

However, if a corridor clear of traffic does not exist for the CST to perform a continuous climb, an intermediate subsonic cruise altitude may be required. The altitude and airspace block will be determined by an air traffic controller and will depend on traffic in the area of the CST and the direction of the flight. The altitude chosen for the subsonic cruise altitude should be the highest
altitude that may be climbed to without conflict, i.e., if the CST can climb to both FL360 and FL380 without conflict, FL380 should be chosen. This procedure is proposed because the CST can operate more efficiently at the higher altitude, and there is less altitude remaining to traverse to get to an altitude where the CST can fly at its supersonic cruise conditions.

Since the CST will be at subsonic speeds during this segment, ATC should be able to provide separation for the CST in the same manner as for subsonic traffic. The results discussed in Section 4.2.3.1 confirmed that there will be a time penalty for staying subsonic at an altitude below the cruise altitude for an extended period of time. It is also postulated that there will be a fuel penalty associated with a subsonic cruise.

5.5 Supersonic Acceleration and Climb Operations

5.5.1 Concorde Procedures and Operations

The climb and acceleration from the subsonic to supersonic cruise altitude and maximum operating Mach number or maximum operating skin temperature was the most crucial phase of flight for Concorde. The flight crew had to understand that it was acceptable to incur penalties (e.g., fuel, time) for staying subsonic at a less-than-ideal cruise altitude rather than interrupt the supersonic acceleration during the climb to cruise altitude. According to one Concorde pilot, it was “very bad news” if Concorde had to level off during the supersonic climb [11].

Concorde required a clear corridor to accelerate and climb between the points where the afterburners were turned on (beginning of climb) to the point where they were turned off. The point where the afterburners were turned off occurred either when the aircraft reached Mach 1.7 or 15 minutes after they were turned on, whichever came first [31]. According to the Concorde pilot, “In a perfect world, the flight crew would fly Concorde on the limits of its flight envelope up to its supersonic cruise altitude [11].”

Like the pilots, ATC had to understand that the Concorde needed a clear corridor to accelerate and climb to its cruise conditions. For Concorde, this was usually not an issue for NAS operations, since the controllers, as previously mentioned, would vector the aircraft out to the ocean as soon as feasible. There were few enough aircraft in a sector that a controller could manage the workload and provide a corridor clear of traffic for Concorde to accelerate and climb.

5.5.2 Future CST Procedures and Operations

Following the operational concepts that were mentioned previously for Concorde, it is assumed that CSTs will require an uninterrupted supersonic acceleration and climb to cruise altitude, which implies that no level-off clearances from ATC may occur during this segment. Therefore, like Concorde, a corridor clear of traffic is required for CST to climb and accelerate to cruise altitude and speed.

Due to the fundamentally different operating environment envisioned for future CST as opposed to Concorde (over-land versus oceanic operations), it is postulated that the workload for a controller to ensure a corridor clear of traffic for the CST to climb and accelerate will be higher if no automated decision support tools are used. The requirement for a clear corridor of traffic will require coordination between multiple sectors and multiple controllers, which may be facilitated easier through the use of envisioned NextGen systems, advanced trajectory-based operations, and the assumed communication, navigation, and surveillance concepts and environment discussed in Section 3.3. Furthermore, the task of creating or maintaining a corridor clear of traffic may not be a human-centric operation. In Section 6 of this paper, several technologies that utilize projected
NextGen capabilities and flight-deck based or ground-based automation are introduced to solve this technical barrier.

5.6 Supersonic Cruise Operations

5.6.1 Concorde Procedures and Operations

To achieve maximum efficiency during a flight, the Concorde required a block of altitude to cruise in. Concorde would ideally be at its cruise Mach number at FL500, and would perform a continuous cruise climb to its maximum operating ceiling of FL600 [11]. A block of altitude was required because Concorde flew a parabolic arc during the cruise, rather than holding a level, non-varying cruise altitude. This arc was flown due to the high temperatures caused by the friction created by the supersonic air acting on the skin of the aircraft. When the aircraft skin temperature reached 127° Celsius, the autopilot of the Concorde would command the aircraft to fly a temperature-dependent altitude profile rather than a Mach-dependent altitude profile. The autopilot played a large role in the supersonic cruise phase of flight to alleviate flight crew workload [31].

5.6.2 Future CST Procedures and Operations

For cruise, CSTs are expected to be immediately cleared for an altitude that is the most economical for the aircraft and mission. The cruise altitude of a CST is anticipated to be in the range of FL450-FL500. During cruise, it is postulated that the CST will adjust its thrust as required to hold both the altitude and the Mach number constant. The modeled trajectory allows for cruise climbs and cruise descents, similar to how those types of climbs and descents are performed for commercial subsonic aircraft. As the aircraft burns fuel, it may be more efficient for it to perform a continuous cruise climb.

At this supersonic cruise altitude, the CST should be free from most other traffic, and should not present a significant challenge to air traffic controllers. In the STONE study, a minimal number of intrusions were detected at the CST’s proposed cruise altitude. These intrusions involved high-end business jets, and the minimal number of intrusions suggests that it is unlikely that controller workload will be impacted in a significant way. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 6 of the paper, automated conflict detection and resolution technologies may be used during the cruise phase of flight.

5.7 Deceleration and Initial Descent Operations

5.7.1 Concorde Procedures and Operations

During descents into the NAS, the procedure required a manual calculation of the point where the aircraft had to be subsonic, and considered aircraft state variables as well as winds and temperatures. The flight crew would then plan the descent accordingly.

Similar to the cruise climb to the supersonic cruise altitude, a corridor clear of traffic was required for Concorde to perform an uninterrupted descent. Concorde could hold its altitude at FL410+, but had to remain supersonic to do so in order to avoid serious performance, fuel, and sonic boom penalties [31]. This intermediate level-off would affect the point at which Concorde would become subsonic, and would possibly cause a sonic boom to reach populated land [11].

In the summer months, New York Center controllers typically would descend and slow down Concorde further out to sea to prevent sonic boom from affecting the residents of Long Island [35]. It is postulated by the author that this procedure decreased the efficiency of the descent operation.
5.7.2 Future CST Procedures and Operations

As with Concorde, it is important that there be an uninterrupted supersonic deceleration and descent from cruise altitude. Ideally, there will be a traffic-free corridor where the CST can conduct a constant deceleration and descent with flight deck automation providing guidance to the flight crew on gear and flap deployment to minimize noise, fuel burn, and time to the runway. Some trajectory-based operations, such as Required Time of Arrival and Interval Management may be used to effectively and efficiently integrate the CST into the arrival flow. The CST should become subsonic at some point in the descent that is high enough to ensure that the effects of the sonic boom propagation are not undesirable on the ground. Further research is required to determine what point this is, and how this point is calculated dynamically and incorporated in with the configuration guidance.

However, similar to the ascent, if no clear corridor of traffic exists to perform a continuous descent, a descent to an intermediate subsonic cruise altitude may be required. The altitude would ideally be the altitude at which the CST reaches the transition to the arrival. This altitude will be determined by an air traffic controller and will depend on traffic in the area of the CST and the direction of the flight. The altitude should be the highest altitude that may be descended to without conflict. Again, this is because the CST can operate more efficiently at the higher altitude.

Currently, the deceleration is modeled in the trajectory as a constant altitude deceleration to a constant subsonic descent CAS. The subsonic CAS will be the CAS value at a high subsonic Mach number (Mach \(\approx 0.9\)) at the CST’s subsonic descent cruise altitude. The constant subsonic descent CAS may result in a supersonic Mach number at cruise altitude, but will become subsonic as the aircraft descends. This segment, instead of occurring at a constant altitude, may also occur during a shallow descent segment. The configuration guidance, time-of-arrival control, and interval management concepts need to be adapted and further refined for use by CSTs. More research is required regarding this segment.

Since the deceleration is anticipated as occurring at the CST’s cruise altitude, by the time that the aircraft is intermingled with other subsonic traffic at the subsonic cruise altitude, it should be at a speed that air traffic controllers will be able to manage. If the deceleration occurs during a shallow descent, this implies that no level-off clearances may be commanded by ATC until the CST reaches high-subsonic speeds.

5.8 Arrival, Approach, and Landing Operations

5.8.1 Concorde Procedures and Operations

Prior to performing the approach, the crew received an approach briefing that included airport weather, winds aloft, approach procedures, radio aids and minima, the type of approach and speeds (reduced-noise, all weather), the transition level, the go-around procedures, and abnormal conditions with either the aircraft or the airfield [31].

On the standard approach, Instrument Landing System (ILS) glide slope guidance was required to perform the approach, and the headwind and crosswind limits were both 25 knots. Further, there had to be a high chance of at least 500 feet runway visual range [31]. The approach began with Concorde flying at 250 KIAS on downwind [11]. The pilot would then turn to the base leg, and reduce the speed to 210 KIAS. One the pilot turned final and the glideslope was captured, the flight crew would decelerate further to 190 KIAS. Once stabilized on the glideslope, the pilot would retract the visor, bring the nose down to its landing position (12.5° down), lower the gear, and set
the final approach speed in the mode control panel. The final approach speed for Concorde was usually calculated as \(V_{\text{Ref}} + 7 \text{ KIAS}\), or approximately 165 KIAS [31]. Once Concorde touched down, the pilot, if using the auto-land system, would disconnect the autopilot and autothrottle systems. The minimum runway length for landing Concorde was 6000 feet [11]. The brakes were engaged fully as soon as the nose wheel touched down [31].

Typically, during its descent, ATC gave Concorde the right of way, cleared other subsonic traffic out of its way, and often inserted other commercial traffic into the arrival flow behind Concorde due to its speed in descent. This eliminated the potential for Concorde overrunning other traffic. The aircraft could perform a hold, although holds that lasted longer than 10 minutes often required a diversion to an alternate field for fuel considerations. Due to these fuel considerations, New York Center controllers typically gave Concorde priority for landing ahead of other traffic in the event of holding [35].

According to ATC at KJFK, there were no unusual problems in handling the Concorde during these phases of flight. The main difference between handling Concorde and subsonic aircraft was the final approach speed of the Concorde, which was, on average, 10 to 20 KIAS faster than most subsonic aircraft. The Concorde was classified as a heavy for wake vortex concerns, which required more separation on approach [35].

5.8.2 Future CST Procedures and Operations

During the arrival and approach segments, the CST should operate within the current mix of subsonic aircraft without disruption or special handling of any kind. Controller and flight deck tools will enable seamless integration using advanced flight deck or ground-based interval management automation. The trajectory would nominally use an unconstrained descent from the cruise altitude at a constant subsonic descent CAS to a constrained point, such as the transition to a Standard Terminal Arrival Route (STAR).

When the CST reaches the transition to the STAR, it will behave like other subsonic traffic on the STAR. It will follow the procedures of the STAR and meet both the published speed and altitude constraints. However, it is postulated that there are time savings benefits available if the CST is allowed to descend at faster speeds. Further research is required to determine the air traffic management and aircraft performance and efficiency effects of having the CST stay at supersonic speeds during the descent and into the STAR.

The approach is hypothesized to be conducted similarly to that of a subsonic commercial airliner. However, final approach speeds and the wake category classification, both of which will dictate how the CST is handled by controllers on final approach, are as yet undefined.
6 Technology Needs

This section of the paper discusses technology needed to integrate CSTs into the NAS in an efficient and safe manner. As previously mentioned, this ConOps assumes a fully operational NextGen system, which will include certain key enabling technologies that allow for advanced concepts to be used in nominal air traffic management operations.

A key enabler of NextGen is Automatic Dependent Surveillance—Broadcast (ADS-B). This technology combines an aircraft’s positioning source, aircraft avionics, and a ground infrastructure to create an accurate surveillance interface between aircraft and ATC. ADS-B communication exists in two forms—ADS-B Out and ADS-B In. Aircraft equipped with ADS-B Out transmit identification information, present position, altitude, and velocity using either a 978 MHz or 1090 MHz extended squitter transmitter. ADS-B Out is mandated for use in the NAS for all operators by 2020 who intend to fly where Mode C transponders are currently required. ADS-B In provides an aircraft the ability to receive information that is broadcast from ADS-B Out equipped traffic [36]. ADS-B In is a key enabler for several flight crew decision support tools that have been developed by NASA and others.

Additionally, a proposed concept in the aviation community known as the “Connected Aircraft” considers the use of a high-bandwidth datalink (e.g., in-flight Internet) to share additional data not currently available through ADS-B. These data include, among others, intent information in the form of four-dimensional trajectories that can be used to fully realize trajectory-based operations in the NAS, weather data, and other airspace-relevant data. Fusing data between ADS-B systems and net-centric systems may enable greater situational awareness for all parties involved through the availability of enhanced data sets for air traffic operations.

The technologies discussed in this section may exist in prototypes or operational concepts, or may be brand new technologies that are needed for integrating this class of aircraft into the NAS.

6.1 Technology Addressing the Need for Corridor Clear of Traffic

There are opportunities for technology development to alleviate the risks associated with intermixing supersonic and subsonic traffic. One opportunity is to create a technology for air traffic controllers that allows them to release CSTs into a precise departure slot that will allow the CST to climb to its desired cruise altitude with minimal time spent at altitudes where subsonic aircraft fly. For current day operations, Traffic Management Coordinators located in Air Route Traffic Control Centers use a process called Tactical Departure Scheduling to ensure that the demand placed on local airspace resources does not exceed the available capacity. Tactical departure scheduling focuses on specific air traffic flows and generally introduces departure delays to specific aircraft on an as-needed basis to avoid crowding the airspace. NASA is currently developing and testing a technology in conjunction with the FAA known as the Precision Departure Release Capability. The tool is designed to automate portions of the Tactical Departure Scheduling process [37]. Of interest to applying this technology to CSTs is the ability of the automation to predict the earliest achievable takeoff times for departure flights and the departure runway that ensures a slot is available at the aircraft’s desired cruise altitude. These tools will need to be evaluated and possibly upgraded to handle the unique mission requirements of the CST.

Another opportunity is to delegate the responsibility for separation to the flight deck rather than where it currently exists with an air traffic controller. In 2011, Wing and Cotton described a concept known as autonomous flight rules (AFR) [38]. Autonomous, in this sense, is defined as
“not subject to control from outside.” This term was chosen specifically to promote two of the central elements of AFR—the level of authority that the operator has to decide their aircraft’s trajectory, and the level of responsibility that is delegated to the flight operator. Wing and Cotton described the anticipated benefits that may be realized by subsonic commercial aircraft flying under AFR. However, the benefits to CSTs may be greater. The self-separation capability that must exist for the AFR concept to be realized will allow the operator of the CST to manage his or her trajectory while avoiding other aircraft. This capability will allow for safe and efficient operations to occur with minimal workload to either the flight deck or the air traffic controller. Research into both this concept and the precision departure release capability should be undertaken to investigate whether either of these concepts may be used advantageously for CSTs.

Furthermore, the use of trajectory-based operations will enable automation to plan and schedule a corridor that is clear of traffic to allow a CST to climb and accelerate to cruise altitude and speed. Using concepts such as AFR and tools such as the Precision Departure Release Capability along with other ground-based and airborne scheduling, sequencing, and spacing automation will allow for CSTs to efficiently integrate into the en-route stream of traffic and eventually climb continuously to its cruise altitude.

6.2 Real-time Flight-Deck Based Sonic Boom Mapping Tool

The flight plan for a CST will most likely need to avoid certain areas of the country due to sonic boom considerations. NASA has developed a tool that provides the flight crew of a CST with a real-time display of how the aircraft’s sonic boom propagates through the atmosphere and the level of the overpressure when the boom reaches the ground [39]. This tool may be incorporated with a CST’s flight management system or automation such as the Autonomous Operations Planner to provide an optimal trajectory for the CST to fly that minimizes the noise pollution levels felt on the ground in certain areas, including big cities and sensitive locations. Research is needed into how sonic boom overpressure and focus boom effects can be taken into account during both flight planning and trajectory management on the flight deck and on the ground.

6.3 En-route Flight Optimization and De-confliction

As previously mentioned, it is anticipated that traffic density will be low at cruise conditions for the CST. This provides an excellent environment for CSTs to be first adopters of automation tools that allow the flight crew to re-route their flight to make it more efficient. By combining a self-separation capability and the real-time sonic boom mapping tool, an automation tool may be developed that provides the CST with an optimized safe, efficient, and quiet trajectory.

6.4 Efficient Operations during Arrival and Approach

The initial descent, arrival, and approach segments may present a challenge for air traffic controllers. Future research should investigate the use of concepts such as interval management [40] [41] and/or controller managed spacing [42] for use with CSTs. These tools enable seamless merging of aircraft on separate arrival routes, either through air traffic controller commanded speeds, or automation on the flight deck that presents speeds for flight crews to fly to maintain a controller-issued spacing interval. Through the use of these tools, and with the addition of trajectory-based operations in the NAS, CSTs may be more easily and efficiently integrated into arrival flows, and may be allowed to descend on an aircraft-specific efficient descent profile.
7 Conclusion

This document was developed to create a path for research and development that exposes the benefits and barriers to integrating a class of CSTs into the NAS seamlessly. CST design issues, including sonic boom and airframe noise, and underlying assumptions about how future CST may be used are discussed. Assumptions made regarding aircraft system equipage, including vision system technologies, avionics, and CNS systems define a minimum set of equipage that outlines the scope in which example procedures and technologies can be defined. Next, assumptions regarding CNS infrastructure that is consistent with the vision of the NextGen NAS, potential airports, and city pairs between which CST flights may operate are presented.

The STONE study is introduced, and results that dictated technological and procedural needs are discussed. The development of a model of the proposed NASA N+2 CST for use in the NASA Langley-developed ATOS software is discussed. This model will allow researchers to begin investigating, at a higher fidelity, research questions that address the operational assumptions, procedures, and technologies discussed in this document.

Furthermore, historical procedures for Concorde are presented, and potential procedures for future CST operations are introduced. These procedures set a baseline from which new procedures and operations can be created, tested, and validated.

Finally, technology needs identified from the STONE study and required to fulfill the example procedures are discussed. Examples of decision support tools and flight deck automation that may be modified to solve the technological challenges are presented.

In conclusion, this document provides a baseline for creating discipline-specific and foundational research in the area of CST operations in the NAS. This research should lead to the development and evaluation activities that will resolve the issues and needs identified in this document, and uncover issues that arise when using these hypothesized technologies and procedures.
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